We are concerned with eigenvalue problems for definite and indefinite symmetric matrix pencils. First, Rayleigh-Ritz methods are formulated and, using Krylov subspaces, a convergence analysis is presented for definite pencils. Second, generalized symmetric Lanczos algorithms are introduced as a special Rayleigh-Ritz method. In particular, an a posteriori convergence criterion is demonstrated by using residuals. Local convergence to real and nonreal eigenvalues is also discussed. Numerical examples concerning vibrations of damped cantilever beams are included.
INTRODUCTION
The classical variational methods for approximating eigenvalues numerically are best developed for self-adjoint problems hl -A where A* = A, and for self-adjoint pencils A A -B where A > 0 (thus A* = A, B* = B, and A is positive definite). These statements hold whether the underlying space is finite-or infinite-dimensional.
In the context of the design and analysis of algorithms the finite-dimensional case is paramount, of course, and the spectrum for either of these classical problems is confined to the real line.
In this paper some generalizations of variational methods are made for matrix pencils AA -B with A* = A, B* = B and for which the condition A > 0 is dropped. However, (largely for convenience) it is assumed throughout that A is nonsingula'r. Thus A will be nonsingular and indefinite. It therefore generates a nondegenerate indefinite scalar product on C", or [w", as the case may be. In this context an eigenvalue A of AA -B is said to be of positive type (or negative type) if x*Ax > 0 (or < 0, respectively) for all eigenvectors x associated with A.
Starting with the two classical problems mentioned above, there is a hierarchy of symmetric problems of increasing generality and complexity. These include:
1.
Definite pencils, which have the defining property that, for some CY, B E [w, cwA + /3B > 0. It is necessary and sufficient that A-'B be diagonable and all eigenvalues be real and obey a separation property, i.e., either all the eigenvalues of positive type are greater than the eigenvalues of negative type or vice versa (see [ll] ). Clearly, the bilinear parameter transformation A = (Y/.L.(I -BP)-' reduces such a pencil to the classical form.
Diagonable pencil with real spectrum.
A pencil AA -B is said to be diagonable if A-iB is similar to a diagonal matrix. A significant class of diagonable pencils with real spectrum has recently been investigated (see [2] and [3] ). These include models of some conservative vibrating systems under the action of gyroscopic forces. In contrast to class I, the "separation"
property of the eigenvalues need not hold. 3. General symmetric pencils with A* = A, det A # 0, and B* = B. In this case the spectrum is symmetric with respect to the real line, but generally the pencil is not diagonable and has nonreal eigenvalues.
For a detailed discussion of canonical structures for these problem classes see [6] , for example. Note also that parameter shifts /.L = A -A, leading to pencils PA -(B -A, A) ( an w ic are commonly used to shift an interestd h' h ing part of the spectrum near to the origin) do not affect the problem classes defined here.
We briefly mention some relevant extensions of variational methods. First, minimax principles are known to extend to definite pencils. Earlier papers in this direction are by R. S. Phillips, B. Textorious, and G. W. Stewart. More recently, it has been shown that minimax (or maximin) characterizations of real eigenvalues can be extended to real eigenvalues of class-3 problems (see the review paper [12] f or references and discussion). Rayleigh-quotient algorithms for the real eigenvalues follow readily and are investigated in [II] and 1221. Local convergence results for problems of class 3 and global convergence results for definite pencils are obtained.
In this paper we consider the development of Rayleigh-Ritz methods for the above problem classes with application to the theory behind the Lanczos tridiagonalization algorithm. An intriguing aspect of this problem area is the fact that the algorithm is known to "work' on problems of class 3, as demonstrated in the numerical examples given by Parlett and Chen 1161, for example. The theoretical explanations of convergence properties remain to be developed.
It is our objective to take some steps in that direction. In particular, the algorithms discussed are not new, and our interest here is not in algorithm developments but rather in the analysis of existing methods when applied to a wider class of problems. Discussions of the algorithmic aspect can be found in [5] and 1161. We implement the Rayleigh-Ritz process as follows (cf. [21] , for example).
Given n X n hermitian matrices
A and B with A nonsingular and a subspace S, of @", choose a basis pi,. . . , p, for S, (thus, dim S, = m and m Q n), and (using the standard inner product) form m X m matrices
We call hA, -B, the compression pencil of AA -B with respect to p,, '. . > p,. Note that by defining the n X m matrix P = [ p,, p,, . . . , pm] we may write A, = P*AP, B, = P*BP.
One may imagine a sequence of subspaces of increasing dimension and the approximation of the eigenvalues of AA -B by those of the corresponding sequence of compression pencils. Candidates for this sequence of subspaces include the Krylov subspaces A?"'(q) generated by a vector q E C" as follows:
. , ( A-lB)m-lq).
These subspaces are useful in analysis of Lanczos's algorithm. They have been used successfully in the analysis of the algorithm as applied to symmetric matrices, and lead to an a priori error bound, which ensures that a Krylov subspace with relatively low dimension yields a high-precision approximation of eigenpairs (see [15] , for example). Furthermore, there is an a posteriori error bound that monitors the convergence of eigenvalues in the Lanczos
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process. For nonsymmetric matrices, Lanczos's algorithm has a generalized version (see 11311, but some difficulties arise in generalizing the classical analysis to this two-sided iteration (see [7] for example).
For problem classes 1, 2, and 3, we can take some advantage of the symmetric structure of pencils by introducing an indef;znite inner product induced by A. In particular, there is a symmetric version of the Lanczos algorithm for hermitian pencils which can be analyzed in this way, and, as we shall see, it can also be regarded as a Rayleigh-Ritz method (in the above sense) using Krylov subspaces. In particular, it will be shown that for definite pencils, the a priori bounds for classical problems can be suitably extended.
In the case of definite pencils it may be argued that the bilinear transformation A = (~p(l -/3~)-* referred to above should be employed to transform to a classical problem on which one can then use classical methods.
The main reasons for not doing this are: (1) This device will not be available more generally. (2) Th ere is no known easy method for finding (Y and P, and this is likely to be particularly delicate when the separation between the two eigenvalue types is not large (see examples at the end of this paper). (3) In numerical practice, the problem class under consideration is frequently unknown before computation begins.
In Section 2, we first introduce Rayleigh-Ritz methods for symmetric matrix pencils and, using Krylov subspaces, we give bounds for eigenvalue approximations generalizing the results of Kaniel, Paige, and Saad referred to above. Then, in Section 3, a bound based on Chebyshev polynomials is presented.
After that, we formulate the generalized symmetric Lanczos algorithms as a special Rayleigh-Ritz method in Section 4. We discuss an a posteriori convergence criterion for both definite and indefinite pencils. For the indefinite case, instead of using residuals, we take advantage of the tridiagonal structure.
In particular, by retaining symmetry, order-2 local approximations for real and nonreal eigenvalues are obtained in Section 6. The difficulty in obtaining eigenvalue bounds in terms of residuals is discussed in a more general setting by Kahan, Parlett, and Jiang [8] . They turn to backward error analysis for nonsymmetric problems and obtain first-order estimates for the norm of the (backward) perturbation matrix, and hence eigenvalue approximation, in terms of the norms of appropriate residuals.
Finally, in Section 7, we present some numerical examples.
EIGENVALUE APPROXIMATION USING RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHODS
As above, let A, B be n X n hermitian matrices with A nonsingular (when we say that the pencil hA -B is nonsingular). If subspace 9 of @" has a basis p,, p,, . . , p,,,, we may form the corresponding compression pencil h A, -B,, as in Section 1. This pencil obviously depends on the choice of basis for 9, but the spectrum of h A, -B, is independent of this choice. If the basis is orthonormal, A,, B, are said to be orthogonal compressions of A and B on 9, respectively.
It is possible that the compression A, is singular even though A is nonsingular. In this case, there is an x EY such that x*Ay = 0 for all y ~9 (see [6] ), and in particular the Lanczos algorithm may "break down" (see Section 4). In such a case, the compression pencil admits infinite eigenvalues though the original pencil dotis not. The appearance of very large eigenvalues when A, is "nearly" singular is also a problem. But even in this case some other eigenvalues of the compression pencil may provide good approximations. This is most easily seen in the special case of pencils AA -I or A-'I -A, where the appearance of zero eigenvalues does not affect the convergence of extreme eigenvalues.
If (0, U> is an eigenpair of hA, -B,, i.e. B,u = f?A,u with u # 0, and y = Pu E 9, we call (0, y> a Ritz pair of the pencil X A -B on 9. It is easy to check that the pair has an orthogonality property, namely,
where Y' denotes the orthogonal complement of 9 in C". In this way, we seek an approximation y from a subspace 9 for which the residual (BA -B) y is orthogonal to the same space 9. Now we take the subspace 9 to be a Krylov space X"'(q).
We say that 37"'(q) is A-nondegenerate, if A, = K*AK is invertible, where K =
In the sequel, we always consider A-nondegenerate Krylov subspaces. It is easy to see that
where Pam-i denotes the set of all polynomials of degree not exceeding m -1. In [9] , [14] , and [17] , an approximation error bound for the RayleighRitz method using a Krylov subspace for a hermitian matrix was derived. The original analysis there depends on the classical minimax theorems. Here we extend the analysis to the definite-pencil case. The methods that we use are parallel to theirs and are based on the following generalized minimax theorem, which is proved in [ll].
THEOREM 2.1.
Let h A -B be a definite nonsingular hermitian pencil, and suppose A,+1 < ." < h, < h, < .** ,< h, are the eigenvalues and 
Now we establish the upper bound for 8,. Let zi be an eigenvector associated with ei, and let yi = Pzi, F= (z E C" : = 0, i = 1,. . . , k -l}, and 9= {y ES?"(~): y*Ayi = 0, i = 1,. ., k -1). Define IT, = {T ~9nL-l : r(e,) = -a. = r(ek_l) = 0, and III, = {r EYr2-k : Uk(7T) > o}.
It is easy to see from Theorem 2.1 that
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Then using 9' = { Pz : z E fl, we have
where we note that (hi -A,)?$ < 0 for 1 < i =G k.
n We mention in passing that although the theorem is stated in the context of a Krylov subspace, the inequality A, < 8, is true for general subspaces.
Also there are dual results for negative-type eigenvalues or for the case where the positive-type eigenvalues are less than the negative-type eigenvalues. We omit these statements.
A COMPUTABLE ERROR BOUND
In this section, we use Theorem 2.4 to derive a computable error bound using some familiar polynomials.
Chebyshev polynomials have been widely used in numerical analysis. Their magnitudes are bounded by 1 in [ -1, l], while increasing very rapidly outside the interval and as the degree increases. This nice property is used in some acceleration techniques. In particular, it can be used in Theorem 2.4 to give computable bounds. In our next discussion we seek some polynomials that have similar properties. Generally two equal-length intervals can be transformed to this case by scaling and a shift of origin. In this case, the two intervals are symmetric with respect to the origin. We therefore consider polynomials which are symmetric about the origin (necessarily of even degree) and can be expressed in the
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where a, > 0. Thus P(X) = 9(x2)
for some polynomial q with degree 1.
We want p(x) to be bounded by 1 in [-a, -I] and [l, a] and to increase rapidly as x: decreases from 1; equivalently, we need a 9(u) that is bounded by 1 in [l, a21 and increases rapidly as u decreases from 1. It is well known that the Chebyshev polynomials on [l, a21 have this property. Let r, denote the Chebyshev polynomial of degree 1 with fundamental domain [ -1, 11. We take 9 to be the Chebyshev polynomial of degree 1 with interval [l, a"], i.e. 
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Hence the corresponding p is given by q( x2). We denote The bounds of (3.2) suggest that the interior extreme eigenvalues of the two types (i.e. hi, A,, etc.) are expected to converge first and the convergence rate depends on the gap between the two parts of the spectrum. In numerical experiments for Lanczos algorithms, however, the bigger and smaller eigenvalues of the whole spectrum (i.e. h,,h,_,, etc.) usually converge first, as in the classical case, and then, if the definite pencil has a good separation of the two eigenvalue types, the interior extreme eigenvalues emerge before the other eigenvalues converge (see Section 7). We note that our results only bound the difference between 8,, . . , t$_ I, t$ and hi, . . , A,_, , A,, but do not say anything about how Or, eP_ r approach A,, h,_ i. The convergence property of the latter is explained by a recent convergence analysis for nonsymmetric Lanczos algorithms 1231, while that of the former may be a property peculiar to definite symmetric pencils.
LANCZOS ALGORITHMS
The Lanczos algorithm was originally introduced as a tridiagonalization method [13] . Later it was realized that it can be regarded as a Rayleigh-Ritz projection method using Krylov subspaces, and that it is an effective method to find some extreme eigenvalues of a large matrix. The tridiagonalization idea is naturally extended to nonsymmetric matrices to yield a two-sided Lanczos algorithm. In the remaining sections, we consider the Lanczos algorithm for symmetric matrix pencils-a special case of the two-sided algorithm. We introduce the generalized symmetric Lanczos algorithms as a special Rayleigh-Ritz projection method. In the classical case of positive definite A, a sequence of A-orthogonal bases for Krylov subspaces is generated by the three-term recurrence
-/3j_19j-l -ajyj.
For AA -B with indefinite A, the same idea can be applied. 
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Then, by induction, we can prove that QTAQj = q and QTArj = 0. Thus QTAQj = pj, Q;BQj = lj.
(4.2)
In this algorithm, we normalize qj so that IqTAqj\ = 1. (See [16] for discussion of the alternative normalization \]q,11 = 1.)
In Algorithm 4.1, after j steps have been performed, we obtain a pencil A5 -q. Then some familiar algorithm can be used to find the eigenvalues of A5 -?;, which are used as an approximation of the eigenvalues (see [16] ).
AN A POSTERZORZ CONVERGENCE BOUND
In this section, we discuss an a posteriori convergence bound. After step j of the Lanczos algorithm has been performed, we obtain a compression pencil A5 -q = QJ* (AA -B>Qj as in (4.2 
APPROXIMATION OF EIGENVALUES IN CLASS 3
Theorem 5.2 applies to definite pencils, i.e. those of the first class described in the introduction.
Here, a different technique is used which applies to simple eigenvalues of symmetric pencils of class 3, whether real or complex. As with Theorem 5.2, estimates are not practically computable, but they do give confidence that some convergence properties extend naturally to this case from the classical eigenvalue problem. This is also confirmed by our numerical experience.
Assume that Algorithm 4.1 is applied to a real n X n pencil of class 3 and, as is generally the case, runs through to completion in 12 steps without breakdown (see steps 2 and 3). Thus, a pencil hP -T is generated having the spectrum of h,A -B. Write P = diag[e,, ~a, . . , l n] and Pj = dkg [c, , E, , ..., 41, Pn_j = diag[ej+r, . .
, E,]. Then write
T=
where Tj is j X j (real, symmetric, and tridiagonal) and E = e:e, has size j X (n -j). The number pj, giving the magnitude of coupling between the compression hP. -?; and AP -T, pl y a s a p rominent role in this analysis.
Let K = P-'T, Kj = q-'q,
and make the partition (6.1)
We develop decompositions of K in two cases: when Kj has a real, and when it has a nonreal simple eigenvalue 8.
Case 1. Let 8 be a simple real eigenvalue of Kj with real eigenvector x1. As Kj is Pj-symmetric, we may assume that xrPj is a corresponding left eigenvector with xTPjxl = vI (= + 1). Let x1, x2,. . , xj be a Pj-orthogonal Suppose that A, is the eigenvalue of AP -T (and hence K) that is closest to 8, and that A, Z -L, is nonsingular. Then it follows from (6.6) (using a Schur complement) that A, or, defining 
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As in case 1, write W = dia$ X, I,_ j], but note that now
It is found that, if the last row of X is [ 5, 2, u*] and u = fi, [, then [cf. (6.5) and (6.6)] 
the analogue of Equation (6.8).
We summarize the conclusions as follows: 12) where K~ and ~2 are defined by (6.7) and (6.101, respectively.
To interpret this result, we must enquire about the behavior of K~ and K2 as u + 0. Observe that L, and L,, and hence K~, ~2, as well as u, are functions of the initial vector 4, chosen for the Lanczos algorithm. There is little or no control of the factor 5 ( = ej'r> in CT, as the normalization XTPjX, = + 1 does not control the magnitude of xi (unless 5 = +I,).
However, our numerical experience suggests that 5 is frequently small and may contribute significantly to the hypothesis that c is small.
To get some quantitative estimates, let S be a matrix reducing the pair (H,, L,) of Equation (6.5) to the canonical form (H,, J> (see Theorem 1.3.3 of [6] 
Clearly, in the spectral norm, llH,ll = JJH,JJ = 1, so (TcL, if we assume that L, is diagonable. It might be expected that when cr is small, the eigenvalues of L, will be close to eigenvalues of K other than A,. and assume u to be so small that Ii -/Lo(u)1 < id.
Thus, (Ai -/..L/ 2 id, and we obtain from (6.14)
(I(h,Z -LJ'(l < T. 
Clearly, L,, L, , and S are not within our computational grasp, so these bounds are of limited value. Nevertheless, llS[l will generally not be sensitive to 1~1. We might have anticipated sensitivity to small separation d of A, from the rest of the eigenvalues of AP -T, and to estimates 8 with small imaginary parts. These effects are apparent in (6.16). Note that, in the arguments of this section, it is the preservation of symmetry in Equations (6.5) and (6.9) that has permitted the derivation of the second relations in (6.12) and (6.16), and this also explains the appearance of (IS(j2, in (6.16) .
Let us conclude with the special case in which A > 0, whence P = 1. In this case e is necessarily real and it is well known that IA, -01 < CT (see [15] , for example). Then the diagonability hypothesis and continuity hypothesis are unnecessary. Furthermore, in the canonical reduction of (6.13), Hi = Hc = Z and S is unitary, and thus llSl/ = 1. Also, if (T < id, (6.15) eP( x)4 x> + 4 cd4)( x) + yu( cc)] + d4)( x) = 0 (7.1) 
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Here the beam itself is uniform (with respect to x>, but the function p(x) admits a nonuniform loading. The term yu(x) represents external viscous damping, and a~(~)( X> represents internal damping of the beam. To solve (1) numerically, we use finite-element methods (and uniform hermite cubic elements) to discretize (7.1) and obtain the matrix problem (7.2) where n is the number of elements. We reformulate this as the "equivalent" linear pencil problem with A = [ -Rn
;.] and R = [ on2Kn;:Jn/nl :] (7.3) (see [6] , for example). Note that if the beam has no loading, i.e., p(r) = 1, then there are only two different operators in the coefficients of (7.1). Thus WI =JfG and J,,, K, can be simultaneously diagonalized. Thus the reduction to (7.3) is unnecessary. In this example, we therefore consider a loaded beam with and various values of the damping parameters cx and y. Twenty elements are used, so that the matrix coefficients in (7.2) are of size 40 and A, B in (7.3) are of size 80. Computations are started with random vectors. In these examples, the convergence criterion of Section 6 is used to select the four best eigenvalue approximations after ten Lanczos steps. This is used in an attempt to simulate the computational practice of determining just a few eigenvalues by the Lanczos process. A trend toward the determination of the extreme eigenvalues and the interior extreme eigenvalues of the two types is immediately apparent.
In Figures 1 and 2 , the eigenvalues of positive type, eigenvalues of negative type, and nonreal eigenvalues obtained by the QZ algorithm are marked by v A and 0, respectively, and those obtained from the Lanczos algorithm are marked by t, J, and X, respectively. The horizontal arrows indicate the location of accumulation points for the eigenvalues of (7.1). Results for cases (a)-(d) are also presented in Table 1 .
(a) (Y = 0.8, y = 0.1.
In this case, (7.3) is definite with moderate separation of the two eigenvalue types. See Figure l t .
1 . In this case, (7.3) is definite, with small separation of the two eigenvalue types. Numerical errors lead to the appearance of a pair of conjugate eigenvalues with a small imaginary part, and the real part is stabilized at the mean of the two interior extreme eigenvalues. See Figure I the four best approximations after ten steps are illustrated in Figure 2 and Table 2 .
The results may be described as interesting, consistent with theory, and disappointing in accuracy, and therefore worthy of further investigation.
